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In a market economy consumers must have a free choice of
goods and.services  and at the same time enjoy adequate protec'
tion. This requirement is not satisfied in practice however. This
observation forms the point of departure of an Own-initiative Opi-
nion which the Economic and Social Committee adopted on 24 May
1984 and in which it called for a number of measures to improve
the dialogue between producers and consumers.
The Committee considers that such a dialogue at both national and
Community  level accords with the general principle of subsidiarity
between government  and private initiatives  and therefore might con'
tribute to the development  of EEC consumer policy by backing up
existing legislation with a voluntary and more flexible element.
In most Member States some form of dialogue, whether institu'
tionalized  or not, is currently in operation; in some Member States
some form of voluntary codes or agreements are either in force or
under negotiation, and in all Member States there are procedures
for the enforcement of consumer rights, although the quality, ac-
cessibility and effectiveness of these procedures  vary greatly.
Furthermore, agreements and COdeS, voluntary or otherwise, have
been introduced in several Member States in recent years with
regard to both goods and services. However, coordination between
the Member States is either inadequate  or non-existent..For  this pur'
pose the idea of the dialogue  should be developed further at Com'
hrunity level, where it can supplement the traditional means of con'
ducting consumer policy.
A framework Directive which embraces the various forms of
dialOgue, agreements and codes, as wellas the means of enforce'
ment and redress, should be drawn up. This framework Directive
should be suf ficiently broadly based to allow each Member State
to adopt implementing provisions of its own to suit its own situa'
tion and level of developments,  and it should also be sufficiently
broad to allow for considerable  variation in points of detail as long
as this does not obstruct the rational functioning of the EEC.Voluntary agreements  or codes whose observance cannot be en-
sured are not of much use in many cases. The Committee  therefore
considers that such agreements  and codes could include provisions
for ensuring their observance.
In addition to the existing forms of dialogue at local, regional,  tr?-
tional and community level, action should be taken to improve and
extend the dialogue at Gommunity level between  cnsumers and
other socio-economic  groups in other areas, e.g. the dialogue bet-
ween consumers and industry/trade with regard to public services
and the compiling of information material and material for consumer
education. At the same time consideration should be given to im-
proving and, where necessary, extending consumer information  and
advisory systems. The European Commission shouf d initiate and
promote action in this field.
The Committee  is convinced that the dialogue between consumers
and industry/trade can be intensified  given greater support from the
Comm ission.A. OPINION OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COMMITTEE ON THE
PRODUCER.CONSUMER  DIALOGUE
On 23-24 February 1983 the Economic and Social Committee,
actinjrn-Oer thefourth paragraph.of  Article.20 of its Rules of Pro-
cedur-e decided to draw up an Opinion on the
Producer.Gonsumer  Dialogue-
The Section for Protection of the Environment,  Public Health and
Consumer Affairs, which was responsible for preparing  the Com'
mittee's work on tne subiect, adopt'ed its Opinion on 26127 April 1984
in the light of the Report by Mr HILKENS.
At its 217fi Plenary session (meeting  ol 23 MayJgp{) the Economic
anO Social Committee adopied theJollowing Opinion by 63 votes
to 48 with 27 abstentions  :
The Second Consumer Action Programme for 1980'1985
adopted oytnecouncil  in May 1981 must be regarqe.qS: an exten'
;iori and elaboralion of tne Fir3t Programme for 1975'1980. However'
it also includes a new element, viz. the producer'consumer  dialogue'
which is seen as a new way oi develoiing consumer policy in addi'
tion to legislation.
The Committee's point of departure is that consumers should have
ireeO-om of cnoiti with regdrd to goods and services in a market
Iconomy, which must provide adequate safeguards for consumers
too.
This requirement is not satisfied in practice, and ?s a result im-
natance's havgoCcurred  between supbly (producers/suppliers)  and
demand (consumers)'
This imbalance manifested itself clearly in the so' called affluent
ili"it;i  ine post-war years, w_hen the large variety of consumer
gooJi'availabl'e led to d laclt of transparency in the market'This lack of transparency  creates serious problems for consumers
and also means disadvantages for producers in certain cir-
cumstances.  Since the consumer  is generally the weaker party, in
the Committee's  view. a balance mu st be established f or h is
protection.
The need for balance between  producers (sellers) and con-
sumers (buyers) has led to:
-  the setting-up of consumer organizations to defend consumer in-
terests, by disseminating  information both to their members and
to the public at large, by acting as pressure groups and by par-
ticipating in negotiations with producers, and with government;
-  government action at national level through the establishment
of consultative bodies representing  consumer interests and/or the
development of consumer protection legislation; in a number of
cases the government itself acts as supplier (e.9. public utilities);
-  attempts by consumers to have complaints or disputes settled
through judicial or non-judicial channels.
As the Community has become more integrated, these ac-
tivities have been extended from national to Community level.
The Committee considers that all the foregoing so- called "tradi-
tional" activities contribute to a certain extent to the restoration of
balance between producer and consumer.  However, there are also
certain disadvantages  such as:
-  the acquisition and dissemination of information may place too
heavy a burden on the financial resources of consumer
organizations.
-  the information supplied by producers lacks the necessary ob-
jectivity in many cases and often contains some form of
advertising;
-  fegislation is not a very flexible instrument and may therefore
operate to the disadvantage  of the producer/distributor whilst also
causing probfems for the consumer on occasions;
2-  seeking redress is frequently time-consumjng  and expensive' par'
ticulariy if attempted'through  the normal legal channels.
The Committee  has accordingly decided to promote the con'
cept of a pioducer-conSumer  dialogue,.as put forward in the Second
Consumer Action Programme, ahO to examine what form this
dialogue might take.
The Committee considers that such a dialogue at both national and
Cohmunity  level accords with the g.en.eral princ.iple of sub.sidiarity
between g5vernment and private initiatives  and therefore might con-
triUute to-tne development of EEC consumer policy..b.y backing up
Jxlsting legislation  wltn a voluntary and more flexible element.
A dialogue can be considered  in the broader sense as an exchange
of viewi teading to greater understandi.ng  between the parties con'
ierned. In this-Opi-nion,  it means a dialog-ue which leads to the
Oii*ing-up in certain trides and sectors of voluntary agreements
or coOei of practice between producers/distributors  and consumers
so as to avbid government intervention where possible.
According to information obtained by the- Committee the
dialogue has d'eveloped  in different ways in the Member States.
It can be said that
a)in most of the Member States some form of dialogue, whether
'institutionalized  or not, is currently in operation,
b) in some of the Member States some form of voluntary codes or
-'igieements are either in operation or under negotiation, and
c) in all Member States there are procedures  for the enforcement
of consumerrights, although  thd quality, accessibility  and effec'
tiveness of these procedures  vary greatly.
Furthermore, agreernentS  and COdes, vOluntary Or otherwise, hayg
been introddcei in several Member States in recent years with
iegarO to both goods and services. The rnain sector involved here
iilOvertising, dut the travel trade, insu.rance, electrical goods and
car sales and repairs are also covered.Although there is a trend towards dialogue leading to the adoption
of codes, it must be added that coordination betwreen the Member
States is either inadequate or non-existent. The types of codes be-
ing adopted in the Member States differ: the codes can be either
voluntary,  statutory or self-regulatory.
lf this development continues and if no attempt is made to attain
some sort of uniformity with regard to (voluntary)  codes of conduct,
a whole battery of divergent standards and regulations both binding
and non-binding will be gradually built up in the various Membel
States.
steps can, of course, be taken to harmonize  "hard" law at Communi-
ty level, but the Gommittee thinks that attempts must also be made
to achieve closer coordination between the Member States on the
subject of voluntary agreements.
For this^purpose the idea of the dialogue should be developed fur-
ther at Community level, where it can supplement the aforemention-
ed traditional means of conducting consumer policy.
This development  of a dialogue at community level means
that - in addition !g the promotion  bf consultation sJch as already
takes place periodically  in the Member States and in addition to th6
exchange of information - it will also be necessary to draw up, for
the sake of good coordination, a framework Directive which sh6uld
embrace the various forms of dialoguer agreements and codes, as
well as the means of enforcement and redress.
This framework Directive should be sufficiently broadly based to
allow each Member State to adopt implementing providions  of its
own to suit its own situation  and level of development; it should atso
be sufficiently broad to allow for considerablb variation in points
o{ d.eta!_!, as long as this does not obstruct the rational functioning
of the EEC.
In developing the concept of dialogue, the Committee  has reached
the conclusion that voluntary agreements  or codes whose obser-
vance cannot be ensured are in many cases not of much use. lt
therefore considers that such agreements and codes could include
provisions for ensuring their observance and still remain within the
spirit of a voluntary dialogue.
4The framework  Directive mentioned above should cover the follow'
ino ooints. with wlrich the voluntary codes or agreements  referred
to-in this Opinion will have to comply :
(l)  the parties to the agreement, with precise indication of name, '  addiess anO tunction; whether or not they are princi.pals or
representitives  (in the latter case precise details on who they
represent);
the territorial or geographical applicability  of the agreement;
the precise nature of the goods or services  to which the agree-
ment aPPlies;
the good'conduct objectives of the agreement;
references to any applicable Community,  national or regional
statutory Provisions or codes;
the time elements in the agreement (i.e. duration of the agree'
ment; age of products to which it applies);
(l l)
(ilr)
(tv)
(v)
(vt)
(Vll) the options involved for producers and consumers (if any);
(Vlll) the existence of a consumer compensation fund (if any);
(lx) conditions applicable to advertisi.ng  directed at consumers in
the mass media (Press, T.V', radio);
(x) the possible courses of action, the complaints or arbitration
\- -' 
proieCur;s;taiitble  in the cas6 of non' compliance 9.r default'
witn a disiinction between individual and class action;
(xl) the sanctions applicable in the case of continued non- com'
pliance or default.
Under point (Vll) the Committee envisages that some agreements
*ighi ihlluOe s-feciat provisions  relevanl to a partic.ular  industry or
triZe. mus th;t;;;ulner might be offered the choice for example
OJt*een reptaiJment of the -product, or free repair of the product
;; ilfuy dack, or a combination of these options'As regards point (Vlll), the Committee  proposes that if a consumer
compensation  fund has been set up by unilateral decision or volun-
tary agreement, as in the travel trade, for example, the consumer's
entitlements should be specified.
In addition to the existing forms of dialogue at local, regional,  f,o-
tional and Gommunity Level, action should be taken to improve and
extend the dialogue at Community level between consumers and
other socio+conomic  groups in other areas, e.g. the dialogue bet-
ween consurners and industry/trade  with regard to public services
and the cornpiling of information material and material for consumer
education.  At the same time consideration should be given to im-
proving and, where necessary,  extending consumer information  and
advice systems. The European Commission should initiate and pro-
mote action in this f ield.
The framework legislation should also provide for the following  :
-  the exchange of information between all organizations directly
or indirectly involved in the drawing up and implementation of
codes and voluntary agreements, including such existing
organizations  as the ccc (Consumers Consuftative Committee);
-  coverage of situations where legislation will be necessary
because of the particular nature of the subject, e.g. health care
products. compulsory codes may have to be introduced for
dangerous  products to cover emergencies.
Finally, the f ramework legislation should lay down the Commission's
role, which, apart f rom the drawing up of the Directive itself , would
be limited to providing an institutional/administrative framework for
registering voluntary agreements and codes at Community  level, in
other words giving the codes a "certificate of conformity".
The Gommittee thinks that the dialogue at Gommunity level must
be stepped up in areas where community policies are being pursued.
The Commission  is asked to give its full support to this and to in-
form the committee about the relevant proposals and other in-
itiatives in this field.
6B. REPORT OF THE SECTION
FOR PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT'
PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONSUMER  AFFAIRS
(Rapporteur Mr. G.H.E' HILKENS)
Chapter.l - Introduction
Following the adoption by tlq council of the second EEC Con-
sumer Action-Programme  in' 1981, which recommended that a
Oiiiogue between [roducers and consumers should be encourag'
JO, tli" Section-for Frotection of the Environment, PuQ!ic Health and
C;#";er Attairs of the Economic and Social Committee  made the
p.polJitnat Jn Own.initiative Opinion on this subiect should be
drawn uP.
After some deliberation,  the Gommittee d-ecided to accept this.pfo'
botirl.d;iit;  Ptenirv hieeting of 23t24 February  1983 charged the
Section with this task.
The section organized its work at its 73rd meeting of 1 March 1983
setting up the following  Study Group :
Chairman: Mr SCHNEIDER
Rapporteur: Mr HILKENS
Members: Mr BROIQHER  (in place of Mr SOHNIEDERS
- Rri. 50 of the Rules of Procedure)
Mr d'ELIA
Mr EELSEN  (in Place of
MT VAN DER MENSBRUGGHE
- Art. 50 of the Rules of Procedure)
Mrs GREDAL
MT HADJ IVASSILIOU
MT LAUGA
MT MURPHY
MT RAMAEKERS
nf r  REGALDO (in place of Mr ROMOLI 'Art' 50
of the Rules of Procedure)
Mr de WITExperts :
Miss TAK-LABRIJ  N (Rapporteur) Duinweg 23
NL . 2585 JV DEN HAAG
Tel. : (070) 55.19.97
cBl
Gentre Point
103, New Oxford Street
GB - LONDON WC1A 1DU
Tel. : (1) 379.74.00
UIL
6, via Lucullo
| . 00187 ROME
Tel. : (39) 6.49731
AGV e.V.
Heilsbachstrasse 20
D - 5300 BONN  1
Tel. : (0228) 64.10.11
Dr D.W. BUDWORTH (Group l)
Mr G. SALVARANI (Group ll)
Mrs G. ERKELENZ (Group lll)
The St-udy Group met four times and submitted its Draft Report and
Ptft! opinion to the section which adopted them at its meeting on
26127 April 1984.
Ghapter ll - Development of community Gonsumer Policy
Although legal justif ication for a community consumer poricy
was found in Article 2 of the Treaty of Rome, which refers to the
need to raise the standard of living of EEG citizens, consumer policy
was not regarded as a serious issue during the initial period of Euro-
pean integration  following on the Treaty, when emphasis was plac-
ed on the formation of a customs union and the development of the
Common Agricultural Policy. However with the gradual evolution of
interest in customer affairs in the individual Member States, and the
growth of consumer organizations  in these States, interest was
gradually stimulated at Community level also.
IAs the process of legislative harmonization  at Community  level got
under *"y, it became apparent that there were considerable  varia'
tions in e-xisting consumer legislation at national level, and it was
not until the eaily 1970s that a start was made at Community  level
with the formulalion of an EEC consumer policy.
At the paris Summit of 1972the heads of government  stated that
an EEC consumer policy was necessary. This was followed in 1973
Oi tne establishmdnt ofthe Environment and.Consumer Protection
Service, now DG Xl of the Commission, of the Consumers Gon-
iultativi Committee (CCC), and of course of the Environment,  Public
ff Jaitn and Consumir Affairs section of the Economic  and Social
Committee.
The policy itself was f irst given form in the Flrst Consumer Action
Programme 1975-1980-
In this f irst Programme  the "consumer" was def ined in rather broad
terms as a paitner in the socio'economic.process  and the Pro-
gramme set 6ut the objectives and general principles of a consumer
Foiicy,lnO prepared a number of friority measures to be taken in
ine tuiure. Although a number of these priorities  have been dealt
*iin,-riny of thejtems in the programme were not implemented
it aft, gf"ngg+U5 9:,'41-9t that might have been expected'
The Second Consumer Action Programme 1980'1985 adopted in
May 1gB1 was considered as an extension and elaboration of the
f irsi, but included a new element - a dialogue between producers
and consumers.
The dialogue  is specificatly referred to in the text of the. Programme
itself frori whicti the following adapted extracts are taken(".
,,5. ... The community should try to encourage a dialogue  and.
consulta,tion betwein representatives  from consumers and
representatives from producers, distributors and suppliers of
pintic or private services with a view, in certain cases, to ar'
'riving at iotutions satisfactory to all the parties in question-"
(1) oJ No c 133 of 3 June 1981, page 3, paragraphs 5 to 7."6. Although  legislation ... will still be needed, ... other means
might be sought such as the egtablishment  of specific
agreements belween the various inierests which woutd have
the advantage of giving consumers additional assurances  of
good trading practice."
"7. Obviously, the use of this voluntary formula should in no
case prejudice the application of existing laws and regulations,
nor exclude the adoption of statutory and administrative pro-
visions at either national or Communitv level."
Thus, in order that consumer policy should make progress it is
desirable that in addition to legislative provisions which will always
be necessary,  the concept of a dialogue should also be developed.
Given that it takes so long to produce EEC laws there could be a
case for the development of the voluntary dimension or so-called
"soft law" - i.e. law which is less than f ully enforceable and which
derives from the common will of the producer and consumer. This
could mean in practice the adoption of voluntary codes of conduct
and/or voluntary agreements  between the parties concerned,
Chapter lll ' Points of view
The Economic  and Social Committee made the following comments
in support of the dialogue in its Opinion on the second draft Action
Programme issued in December 1979r''.
"The Committi" 
"grr"s 
thaf the Commission should - for the
time being on an experimentalbasis  - try to initiate a dialogue
between consumer representatives on the one hand and
representatives  of manufacturers and retailers on the other.
ln the Committee's view such a dialogue must not, however,
be restricted  to private firms and consumer organizations, but
must also include consultations between consumer organiza-
tions and public institutions and the government  on issues with
consumer aspects."
(2)oJ 
N" C 83 of 2 Aprit 1980, page 25, paragraph 1.6.
10,,The question of whether and, if so, to what extent such a
dialog'ue can tead to effective agreements  between pro-
duceisldistributors and consumer organizations is a matter
which requires further study. The main issue here will be
whether e'ffective instruments acceptable to both sides can be
developed. tn a subsequent study the Economic  and Sociat
Commlittee could det{ne the gineral framework for sueh
codes."
In its Report on the Second Consumer  Programme' the ESC went
into further detail on the subject, as follows:
"The question of whether and, if so, to what extent such a
diatog-ue can lead ta binding agreements between pro-
duceisldistributors and consumer organizatians is a matter
inicn requires further study. At att ev-ents, the conditions will
iave to 6e : parties to be 6qual and have the same informa'
tion; imposition of conditions to be legitimate; effective
pen'alties  to be laid down for failure to conform to the outcome
of discussions. "
Thus the ESC not only supported the idea of a dialogye. but said
that it could undertak6 further work on the matter and it is on this
con""pt-tnit the proposal for an Own-initiative Opinion is based.
The European Parliament also considered the matter at a public
nearing oh tne consumer action programme organized in Dublin in
Februiry 1980to hetp it formulate itsviews.  A report was drawn up
(ref. PE Og.OZg) on which the Parliament  adopted a Resolution (Oc'
iober 1980) wfiicn included the following  paragraphs in support of
the dialogue(3);
The Parliament  :
(3) Considers that the Commission  must encourage industriat
i6Oes of conduct which take account of the interests of con'
sumers and that it should also promote consultation between
(3)g,1 
11o C 291 of 10 November 1980'page  40, paragraphs 3 and 11'
11the consumers, industry and traders with a view to the conclusion
of agreements;  legislative provisions  are necessary only when volun-
tary agreements do not suffice or do not work;
(11) Requests that efforts should be stepped up to achieve better
dialogue and consultation between representatives  of consumers,
producers and traders.
The Gonsumers Consultative Committee  (CGg;lat, although endor-
sing the principle of a dialogue between producers and consumers,
does not think that this need necessarily leads to agreements in the
form of codes of conduct, although if codes of conduct are establish-
ed, they must be backed up by sanctions.
The CCC would prefer to see consumers protected by legislation
rather than voluntary agreements  on the grounds that the effec-
tiveness of a dialogue is doubtful, and that voluntary agreements
might in themselves constitute  an obstacle to the introduction of
legislation. Although it has agreed to take part on a trial basis in
consultations with producers.  it believes that such consultations
and whatever may emerge from them must never take the place of
legislation. ln the final analysis the consumer  would be still in a
weaker position than the producer.
The CCC does not think that voluntary codes are feasible at Com-
munity level and considers that in proposing this idea the Commis-
sion has set too much store by the success of the codes in Britain.
This is alleged to be misleading since in Britain the Office of Fair
Trading acts as a supervisory  body, while there is at present no Com-
munity institution which can act as such a body.
Since the four principle European consumer organizations (BEUC,
ETUC, COFACE and EURO-COOP) are represented on the Con-
sumers Consultative Committee, it is not necessary to discuss each
IA\
' '' Eslablished  by the Commission  in September  1973 : consists of 25 members/experts  including
represenlatives  of BEUC,  ETUC, COFACE and EURO- COOP, all regarded  as consumer  organiza-
tions.
12organization's separate view in this document. Their views are set
oul in the report on the hearing held by the European Parliament
in Dublin in i980(5).
The Commission's basic attitude is that dialogue would be useful
anyway, even if it led to no formal agreement; if however the dialogue
develo-ped,  it should be initially between consumers and producers
and not with the Commission itselt. The Commission's role would
be to facilitate the dialogue (provision of secretaria,t, background
research), to note the oufcome, to inform the other Commulitllq'
stitutionS, and if it found a good agreement compatible-with  EEC
objectives, to recommend  it-s adoption by the Member States.
It is difficult to makevoluntary agreements part of EEC legal provi-
sions, even though Art. 155 of the Treaty allows the Commission
to deliver Opinions and Flecommendations related to the voluntary
agreement Process-
Also, the mere fact that voluntary agreements may-haye b9e.n reach-
ed tlirough the consumer-producei  dialogue at EEC level does not
rnake thdm enforceable at either Community or national  level-
At present no institution at Community level is jn a position to act
ai i-poiiceman to ensure the observance of codes, and such
surveiilance could onty be effected at national level.
What would happen is that, in any given Member State, a voluntary
codeagreed  at'iommunity  level rirould be endorsed by the national
pioOucirs and consumers associations. This would result in the
iranslation  of the EEC-level agreement  into a counterpart agreement
it national level, although there might be some adaptation of the
terms to national situations in the process.
The problem of enforcement at national level would still remain. Con-
f lict'might arise with national law for example, and national courts
mignt riell consider  that a mere voluntary instrument did not have
the force of CommunitY law'
(5) Verbation Report of the Public Hearing on the Consumer  Action Programme,  Dublin
26127 February  1980' PE 63.673.28 March 1980.
13Despite these potential obstacles  however, the Commission  is still
of the opinion that the producer-consumer  dialogue  is to be recom-
mended. Such a dialogue could lead, without the need fortoo many
regulations,  to the creation of specific agreements  in certain sectors.
Hence the ESG has decided to prepare an own-initiative Opinion on
the dialogue, taking into consideration the fact that all the parties,
producers, distributors and consumers, to such a dialogue are
represented on the Committee. lt is hoped that the resultant discus-
sions will help to clarify this part of the consumer programme, and
that such discussions will produce  some practical proposals on how
the idea of such a dialogue can be further developed.
In this way the ESC hopes to make a contribution to the deblocking
of Community consumer policy which is currently stagnant,  and to
encourage the development  of such policy through the dialogue.
Chapter lV situates the consumer in the market economy with a view
to assessing the basic conditions for a dialogue.
Chapter V makes an inventory (set out in an Appendi*l of the prac-
tices in the individual Member States with re_oard to the dialogue.
Chapter Vl distinguishes the various forms of dialogue in operation
in the Member States.
Chapter Vll lists the various consultation procedures with consumer
interests in operation at EEC level.
Ghapter Vlll states the simple conclusion that framework legisla-
tion for a dialogue at Gommunity level is recommended. The actual
detailed proposals are issued separately  in the form of an Opinion.
Chapter lV
The Gonsumer in the Market Economy :
Basic Conditions for Dialogue
To place consumer policy in its correct context, it is useful to
trace the position of the consumer in a market economy  system such
as operates in the EEC countries.
14All groups within the Economic and Social Committee  are general'
ly a-greeb that the best means of maximizing prosperity is through
the -f ree market economy, provided that there are adequate
safeguards for the consumer in conditions  of "perfect" competition.
Unfortunately, hOwever,  such "perfect" conditions are not obtain-
ed in practice; imbalances tend to develop, and what we are con'
cerned with here is the imbalance  which has developed in recent
years between the producer/supplier and the consumer.
This imbalance  did not develop through any deliberate policy but
by force of economic circumstances  when during the affluent socie-
ti of the sixties and seventies, the vast proliferation of consumer
gbods led to a lack of transparency in the market-
This lack of transparency  created problems for consumers  and in
certain circumstances  for producers also. However, it would appear
that the greater disadvantage  was to consumers  as bgi.ltg the weaker
party, an? consequently in need of protection to establish and main-
tain a true equilibrium  in the market-
This is in contrast with earlier and simpler economic circumstances
when the consumer was in a position of considerable  strength vis-
d-vis the local supplier- even though his range of choice was more
limited and there was a reasonable balance or equilibrium between
consumer and producer/suPPl ier.
To redress the imbalance which tended to arise between producers
(sellers) and consumers (buyers), consumer organizations  emerged
to defend consumer interests.
Government  action at national level also became necessary  in many
cases, by the establishment of consultative bodies involving  c9n-
sumei interests and by the introduction of consumer protection
legislation.
Indeed, in some cases government or public authorities at national
or locai level have become producers  themselves,  and state corpora-
tions (manufacturing  or service) of a monopolistic nature have been
estabiished.  Thus government can play a dual role, acting both as
a producer and an-upholder  of the common good-
15Finally, interest was stimulated at international level leading, after
a time-lag, to initiatives within the European Community.
Given that the problem  is to redress the balance in f avour of the con'
sumer, the "traditional" means of so doing are :
a) consumer  information, i.e. making the consumers  aware of the
choices open to them; drawing attention through the press and
TV to drawbacks in certain products and services, etc.;
b) consumer legislation, i.e. regulations  imposed on producers and
distributors lt national government  level, and by extension at
Community level; and
c) remedial actiono i.e. attempts by consumers  to seek iudicial or
non- judicial remedies to redress grievances or complaints.
There are, however, certain disadvantages :
a) dissemination of information is undertaken by consumer
organizations  but the task is so enormous that it quickly outruns
the resources of such organizations and full and adequate
dissemination  cannot be achieved; dissemination  of information
by producers is also effected but this tends to be of a publicity
nature and not necessarily obiective;
b) consumer legislation can be too rigid and inflexible, not be
transparent enough for either producer or consumer,  and once
adopted can be very difficult to change;
c) remedial action is frequently time'consuming  and expensive,  par'
ticularly if attempted through the normal legal channels.
Given the limitations to the "traditional" methods, it may well be
asked what other means are available for bringing about a proper
balance between the interests of producers and consumers in a
market economy. As has been said earlier, in the second consumer
programme the Commission floated the idea of bringing about a
dialngue between producers and consumers aS a supplementary  in-
strument of consumer PolicY,
16Other possibilities  can be envisaged, such qs tor example stricter
advertising  controls on the press, radio and TV, but these would in
fact come under codes envisaged as being the outcome of the
dialogue.
lf "dialogue" is taken to mean consultations  between two parties
(producels  and consumers), then there is nothing new in the idea-
For some time now there has been ongoing institutionalized
dialogue at both national and EEC level betweert producers a.nd con-
sume-rs. In France, for instance,  through the Economic  and Social
Council; in the Netherlands through the Economic and Social Coun-
cil's Consumer Affairs Committee; in Belgium through the Con-
Sumers' Council, and so on. Similar discussions are taking place
at EEC level, including the ESC and the CCC-
Such an institutionalized  dialogue can be said to have the positive
result, in that contacts enable Ootn sides to gain a greater understan'
ding of each other's positions. The question is whether or not such
coniultations have been too non-binding and too non'committal.
However, if real results can be obtained through the dialogue, then
the dialogue will become less non'committal.
It seems from the passages  f rom the Second Consumer Programme
quoted in chaptei ll aObve that the Commission is also thinking
dbout more than mere voluntary consultations when it talks about
a dialogue, and such a dialogue must satisfy a number.of condi'
tions itlt i6 really to achieve the substitution  of standards,  agreed
between produc6rs/distributors/traders  on the one hand and con-
sumer orianizations on the other, for legislative provisions  which
might otherwise be necessary.
In the first place there must be agreements between the parties; in
the second place the scope and duration of the agreements  must
be clearly defined; and thirdly, if agreements  are concluded, the
penalties for non- compliance must be clear'
In this connection, some members of the Section are against the
concept of a "Voluntary" agreement which would incorporate-  pro-
visioni for enforcement and penalties for non'compliance. Other
members, however, cOnsider that Such agreementS would be useless
if such sanctions were not included.
17Experience has shown that it is particularly difficult to reach
agreements at national level, and it may be assumed that it will be
even more difficult at EEG level. Perhaps consideration should be
given to general Community  provisions  which each Member State
could then supplement  and apply according to its own resources
and in a way appropriate to that state.
Before making proposals regarding such general Community  provi-
sions however, an examination  of the dialogue as it actually works
in practice in the Member States, could be useful and this is set out
in Chapter  V.
Chapter V
The Situation in the Member States
The practices in the Member States are so varied that it is ex-
tremely diff icult to arrive at cf assif ications common to all, but three
very broad headings  have been adopted as follows :
The instructional/organizational  f ramework within which dialogue
can take place which could lead to the adoption of voluntary codes.
The voluntary codes which have actually been adopted by mutual
agreement as well as self-regulatory  codes adopted unilaterally by
a particular trade or industry.
The dialogue as seen through methods of enforcement and redress.
A breakdown of the situation country by country is attached as an
Appendix.
Chapter Vl
Classif ication of Forms of Dialogue in the Member States
Dialogue  through established institutions
The basic and most obvious form of dialogue  is that which in-
vofves consultation through established institutions between con-
sumers on the one hand and producers, distributors  and providers
of sevices, both public and private, on the other hand.
18In most Member States there is now a government ministry or agen-
cy with overalt responsibility for consumer  affairs. This is the case
iri gelgium (Ministry for Economic Affairs), in France (Secr6tariat
d'Etat-ir la Cdnsommation),  in lreland (Department of Industry, Trade,
Commerce  and Tourism),'in  Luxembourg (Ministry for Economic Af'
tairs and the Middle Classes), in tne Netnerlands'(Ministry ol
Eionomic Affairs), in the UK (De-partment of Trade and lndustry), and
in Grece (Ministry of Commerce)
ln most of the above six countries other ministries,  Agriculture,
Heattn, .lustice etc. also have Some responsibilities  in respect of
consumer affairs.
tn Germany, Denmark and ltaly no single Ministry has overall
responsibility.
Most of the Member States also have consumer  advisory councils
established or sponsored  by government for the specific purpose
oi presenting the consumeis' point of view to governmental
authorities, a-nd on which consumer interests are represented.
ln seven of the Member States there are specific advisory councils;
in eetgium there is the Consumers'Council,  in France the Comit$
frtailofal de la Consommation, in lreland the National ConsumerAd-
ui;ot Council, in Luxembourg tl'e Consumer Council, in the
Neth6rlands th6 Consumer Affaiis Gommittee of the Economic and
Social Council, and in the UK the National Consumer Council, and
recently in Greece the National Council of Consumers.
The situation in the remaining three countries is different. ln Ger-
many there are two advisory fodies - the Common Council attach-
ed td the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and the Consumer
Committee attached to the Federal Ministry for Food, Agriculture
and Forestry.
In Denmark the Forbrugerradet  would appear to fill the role of an
advisory council, but lt  is also the main private organization
representing  consumers.
Italy has no organization corresponding to an advisory council.
19Three countries have government sponsored agencies which do not
have counterparts  in any of the other countries. The UK has the Of-
fice of Fair Trading, which is best known for its negotiation of codes,
although it has functions beyond that; lreland has the Off ice of Direc-
tor of Consumer  Affairs which also has a role in the establishment
of codes; Denmark has the Consumer Ombudsman who deals with
marketing practices.
Most of the Member States have fairly strong private sector con-
su mer organ izations, pol itical ly and f i nancial ly independent, which
act as pressure groups on behalf of consumer interests. These
bodies frequently carry out their own tests and studies, and issue
publications of consumer interest.
In addition, some consumer organizations represent at national level
particular interests common to most countries such as family
organizations, women's groups, trade unions, the cooperative move-
ment, prices, or they may cover a particular industry or aspect, such
as food, labelling, the post office or tourism.
In some countries specialized  organizations have been set up to
carry out testing or ensure standards. In fact, the varieties and cross-
combinations  among the Member States covered are multiple, and
can only be categorized in a very general way.
Dialogue through codes and voluntary  agreements
Many kinds of codes or voluntary agreements are in use in the
different Member States, and while several broad categories can be
noted, and are classified below, such classif ications should not be
regarded as being too rigid or exhaustive, as there can be a certain
amount of overlap, and agreements can evolve from one category
into another:
a) Statutory codes, which are established by law. Dialogue may take
place prior to their introduction, or in their interpretation. Exam-
ple: various codes establishing standards.
b) Self-regulatory codes introduced by a particular trade or industry
without any prior consultations  with the consumer - hence no
dialogue - but which may nevertheless be to the consumer's
advantage.
20c) The same kind of self-regulatory  codes as in b), introduced -' 
unil"ierally, bui with which-consumer  interests  are nevertheless
isJociated'lexample : various advertising codes).
d) The same kind of codes as in b) an c) but applicable only to -' r.-r"nii"-oi i particular trading dssociation or only a sector of
a particular trade or industrY-
e) Voluntary agreements. or.codes between producers. and con-
sumers in a iaiii"ut"t trade or industry arrived at andlor endors-
ed by gou"rn-r"ni igencies, which giYq them moral backing even
nou'gfi tney'iie noiiegally'enforcdable in the last analysis  (ex-
ampt-e: the OFT codes in the UK)'
f) The same kind of agreement as in e) arrived at by voluntary
OialoLue toi a-partic-ular sector but extended  subsequently by
goteinment  deiree to an entire trade or industry (example: the
p;o6geO coitectively negotiated agreements  in France)'
g) The same kind of voluntary agreem.ents or codes as in e) arrived
at without government suppo-rt and hence with less morally per-
suasive effect.
h) A voluntary agreement  between  a particular  industry and the rele*
vant consumer interests in respeit of a very precise.matter.  (Ex'
ample , 
"n "di""*"nt 
OV tne tbOacco indusiry not to advertise
on televisionior ni a moior-vehicle  manufacturer  to recall a par-
ticular car model for checking).
Dialogue through enforcement and redress
The judicial position of consum€rs hasalready bggn dealt with
at some lengih b! i previouJ eSC Reporl(6), so that the matter is
only touched on here in a limited way'
(6) 
Stuoy on the use of judicial or quasi iudicial means  of consumer protection  in the EC' and
their harmonization  (1979) CES 93/79'All Member States can cover problems  of redress through regular
judicial channels (but this is usually cumbersome,  expensive and
lengthy) or through representations  by the consumer organizations
mentioned above, but certain other states have organizations or in-
struments tor the specific purpose of processing consumer com-
plaints and seeking redress.
Denmark has the assistance in this field of the Consumer Om-
budsman who can bring cases to court. In the UK the OFT can pur-
sue offending traders.
In certain other countries, there are facilities for making complaints,
but actual redress is much more difficult to come by.
Arbitration is a form of action which would involve a dialogue bet-
ween consumers and producers  in cases where existing voluntary
systems do not work, or where parties feel aggrieved or need redress.
The hope is that satisfactory solutions can be found outside the for-
mal legal system which would have a similareffect  to that of a volun-
tary agreement reached by dialogue, and perhaps serve as a prece-
dent for the future.
Arbitration  Boards for particular  industries are a feature of Germany
and the Netherlands.
Chapter Vll
Consultation  procedures at Community level
within the European communities  the Economic and social
committee itself which is responsible for this document, has a
specific function in relation to consumer  affairs.
Among its 156 members are many who represent  consumers' in-
terests either directly or indirectly; more specif icalty its Various  In-
terests Group (Group lll) is particularly concerned  with consumer
affairs, and there exists a special Section - the Section for Protec-
tion of the Environment,  Public Health and Consumer Affairs - which
includes the preparation  of opinions on consumer  matters among
its responsibilities.
22within the community  a regular consultation  procedurg_[a-s  been
establisheO netween fne Co-nsumer  Affairs Directorate  (DG Xl) and
consumer interests through the following committees  :
Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs
This Committee  was set up in 1975 and consists of two
representitives -appointed  by the.Commission  ' f rom each of
the foltowing-five'g'roups : agriculture, trade, consumers, in-
dustry and workers.
The consumers'  consultativE committee (see chapter lll
abovey nas tne right to propose candidates  for nomination as
the two permanent consumer representatives on the Advisory
Commitiee  on Foodstuffs; pursuant to the Committee's rules
Jipro.eOur" it is required'tb p.r.opose to the Commission  four
candidatei of differeht nationility,  from among whom the Com-
mission selects two. The following four Euro_pean consumers
organisations are also represented on the cGC :
-  BEUC (European Bureau of Gonsumers'  Unions)
-  ETUC (euroiean Trade Union Confederation)
-  COFACE  tC'ommittee of Family Organizations in the European
CommunitY) -  EURo-cooP (European  Gommunity of consumer Gooperatives).
The CCC issues opinions and statements of positions or resolutions,
on diaft Directiv-is ind Regulations,  or on topics of consumer  in-
terest. These are not made Fublic, as the CCC is regarded  as a Con-
sultative Committee, not a pressure group'
Advisory Committee on Gustoms  Matters
This committee was set up in 1973. lt is made up of,a totat
of 35 members including three consumer representatives-
Advisory Veterinary Committee
This Gommittee was set up in 1976. Following-amendment  of
its rules of procedure in tbat, it is made up oL 14 permanent
members,  inCf uOing two consumer representatives, as well as
24 non-peimanent  riembers. The Committee's members are ap'
pointeci ny tne Commission.  The Consumers'  GonsultativeGommittee has the right to propose candidates for nomination as
consumer  representatives.  The task of the Advisory Veterinary Com-
mittee is to advise the Commission on all veterinary matters.
Advisory  Gommittee  on Feedingstuffs
This Gommittee was set up in 1977. lt is made up of 26
members,  three of whom are consumer representatives.  The
Consumers' Consultative  Committee  has the right to propose
candidates for appointment as consumer representatives.
The Agricultural  Advisory  Committees
The agricultural  advisory  committees  are each concerned with
an agricultural product for which a community organization
of the market exists. lt is their business to advise the Commis-
sion on all matters relating to the organization of the market
for the agricultural product in question. The organizations  of
agricultural producers and traders regularly provide more than
half of the members of these committees, while the consumers
provide between two and five members  - depending on the size
of the committee.  The consumer  representatives  are nominated
by the Consumers' Consultative Committee  which also coor-
dinates representation  on the committees.
Finally, there is the informal procedure of consultation.  For any other
purpose,  and particularly when the preliminary  study work is being
done for draft legislation, the Consumer Affairs Directorate contacts
professional  bodies on a purely ad hoc and informal basis. Profes-
sional bodies also lobby the Commission and are thus consulted
that way.
As time goes on, the consumer Affairs Directorate gets to know
most or all relevant bodies in any particular field, without the
necessity for a formal procedure for consultation.
In discussions between the Commission and consumer organiza-
tions it is now generally agreed that a simple bland exchange  of
views between consumers  and producers  achieves little and that
the best procedure woufd be to narrow the field down to one or two
specific issues.
24Thus, the Commission has recently persuaded the consumer
organizations represented  on the Consumers' Consultative Commit'
tee to make a start by initiating dialogue with such organizations
as UNICE and the European Advertising Tripartite (the media, the
advertisers and the advertising agents). The pharmaceutical and
white goods industries have also been proposed as sectors in
respeci of which dialogue could usefully take place.
It should be noted that the COFACE has just finalized a voluntary
code on publicity for toys with the EAT (European Advertising Tripar-
tite), which could serve as a headline for other codes.
The general question  of standards,  which involves some degree of
cons-ultation with consumer  interests is being progressed at Com'
munity level through CEN/CENELEC.
Finally, the producer-consumer  dialogue must also be seen in the
conteii of the Community Competition Policy with which it must
in the long term be interlocked-
Ghapter Vlll
The Dialogue at Community Level 'Conclusions
On the basis of the foregoing material in this Report the Rap-
porteur has prepared an Opinion on the Producer'Consumer
Dialogue.
The dialogue in this context is considered in terms of voluntary
agreemenis  and codes of conduct, and the Opinion proposes the
iniroduction of framework legislation  at Community level into which
the various forms of dialogue, agreements  and codes, and means
of enforcement and redress can fit.
The Opinion should therefore be read in coniunction with this Report.
25C. APPENDIX TO THE REPORT
The Dialogue in the Member States - Inventory of Practices
BELGIUM
1. Institutional  framework
In Belgium, the Ministry for Economic Affairs has overall
responsibility  for Gonsumer Affairs.
L'lnspection  G6n6rale de la politique de la consommation
(General Inspectorate of Consumer  Policy)
This is a non-independent  body which works within the Ministry
for Economic Affairs Trade Department.  lt has no legal powers of
its own over producers or suppliers. Consumers may ask for infor-
mation by telephone or letter, or request advice in disputes with
traders.
L'lnspection  G6n6rale economique (lGE)
(General Economic  Inspectorate)
This is an independent  body which works within the Ministry
of Economic Affairs. lt acts as a kind of policing body in generaf
economic matters, rather than just problems concerning  consumer
affairs. lt operates only on the basis of complaints  referred to it, and
very rarely on its own initiative.  Most of the cases which it sends
to court are not followed through.
L'lnspection  des denr6es alimentaires (lDA)
(Foodstuf  f s Inspectorate)
This is a non-independent  body which is directly dependent
on the Public Health Administrative Section of the Ministry for Public
Health. lt.is not widely known amongst consumers and adopts a
purely technical approach to cases.Le Gonseil de la Gonsommation  (Consumers'  Council)
This is a consultative  body sponsored by the Ministry for
Economic Affairs, and dependent on the Trading Department.  lts
main task is to issue Opinions on its own initiative or at the request
of the executive or legislative  authorities on all problems which af-
fect the interests of consumers.
The Consumers'  Gouncil is a privileged forum for discussion bet-
ween 16 recognized consumers' organizations (27 members), and
representatives of industry (9 members), large distributors (3
members), small firms and traders (2 members),  agriculture (2
members)  and the public services (2 members). Specialists in the
production,  distribution,  standardization and analysis of products
are also represented.
All drafts of acts of parliament,  royal decrees and EEG legislation
which affect consumer affairs are submitted to the Council.
Other special committees  which include consumer representation
-  Price Regulation  Commission  (Gommission  pour la Rdgulation
des Prix);
-  The Retail Price Index Gommission  (Commission  de l'lndice);
-  Central Council for the Economy (Conseil  Gentral de I'Economie);
-  National Energy Committee (Comit6 National de I'Energie);
-  Insurance Commision (Commission  des Assurances);
-  National Distribution Commission  (Commission  Nationale pour
la Distribution);
-  Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs (Comit6 Consultatif  des
Denrdes Alimentaires);
-  Pharmaceutical  Prices Commission  (Commission des Prix pour
les Sp6cialit6s Pharmaceutiques).
The Ministry for Economic Allairs has recognized sixteen con-
sumers' organizations. These now belong to the Gonsumers' Coun-
cil and CRIOC (Consumer Organizations'  Research and Information
Centre) (see below).
28Together with the Ministry for Economic Affairs and the interested
paities, they are responsi6le for submitting winding-up orders to the
'presiddnt oi tne corirpetent trade tribunal against traders operatilq
bornmercial practiced which are outlawed by the Law of 14 July 1971
on Trading, Practices (Art. 47).
These sixteen organizations can be neatly divided into five sub-
groups according to their origin, where thgy operate, the kind of
[ublications they issue, their members and the public they aim to
reach  :
a) Trade union organizations
-  FGTB (Belgian General Federation  of Labour);
-  CSC (delgian Confederation of Christian Trades_Uniont);
-  CGSLB (B-elgian General Confederation of Liberal Trades Unions).
b) Co-operatives
-  FEBECOOP (Belgian Co'operatives Federation);
-  FNCC (Natiohal  Federation of Ghristian Co'operatives);
-  oPHACO (eetgian co-operative Pharmacies office).
c) Famlly organizations
-  Families' League (Ligue des Familles);
-  BC-JG (Assoclation of Large and Young Families)'
d) Soclo-cultural associations
-  FPS (Provident Socialist Women) (French-speakilgt;.
-  SVV (provident Socialist Women) (Flemish-speaking);
-  Vie F6minine; -  KAV (Christian Workers' Wives Association)'
-  KWB (Christian Workers' Movement);
-  Les Equipes Populaires;
-  MCF/KVB  (Women's Co'operative Movement)-
E) Consumers'grouPs
-  Consumers'Association; .  UFIDEC/VIVEC.
29CRIOC (Consumer Organizations' Research and Information  Centre)
This is a public body set up in 1975 by the previously mention'
ed recognized'Belgian  consumers'  organizations.  lt receives an an'
nual subsidy from the Ministry for Economic Affairs.
CRIOG's aim is to provide technical assistance to consumers'
organizations, to promote consumerism  and to defend consumers.
It does not repres'ent the political views of consumers (Art.3 of the
Statute).
CRTOC is a technical institution which serves consumer  organiza-
tions in their work as socio-economic pressure groups and in socio-
cultural training.
CRIOC comprises  three services, namely the Studies Service, the
lnformation-Education Service and the Documentation Service.
2. Codes
Traditionally, Belgian consumers' organizations are generally not
in favour of voluntary codes. They strongly prefer actual legislation
to improve information for consumers and provide consumer
protection.
The Consumers' Association  has recently concluded agreements
with a branch of the furniture industry and with Flemish travel agen-
cies on a standard contract and a conciliation procedure. The ac'
tual impact of these agreements  is very limited.
However, two sectors - advertising  and mail order - have decided to
adopt voluntary rules on certain trading practices and sales
methods.
Several ethical codes are currently in force in advertising  :
-  The International Code of Unfair Advertising Practices  (lnterna-
tional Chamber of Gommerce);
-  Code for the Advertising ttf Medicines  and Medical Treatments
(Belgian Advertisers' Union);
30-  Code for the Advertising of Gosmetic and Hygiene Products
(Belgo-Luxembourg Federation of Cosmetic and Hygiene
Products).
The Advertising Ethics Board (JEP), the Comitd de la publicitd pour
les m6dicaments et les traitements m6dicaux (Medical Advertising
Gommittee), and the Comitd de la Publicit€ pour les cosmetiques
(Cosmetics  Advertising Committee)  are autonomous agencies which
ensure that these various codes are respected.
The Groupement  des Enterprises  de Vente par Gorrespondence (Mail
Order Firms Association)  which is affiliated to the AGED (Associa-
tion of Large Distributors  in Belgium) has drawn up a code of ethics
for mail order sales.
Product quality and complaince with the law come under the Institut
de Contr6le de la Qualitd et d'Etiquetage Informatif (Quality Con'
trol and Labelling Institute).
3. Methods of enforcement or redress
In Belgium,  only a few sectors have voluntary, private and ioint
(traders/consumers)  or unilateral bodies (see above) which deal with
consumers' complaints or decide in matters of conflict between
traders and consumers.
The only joint initiatives which have been taken are those involving
dry-cleaning, the  Vertrouwenscommissie Verbruikers'
Textielreinigers  (Consumers/Cleaners Trust Committee), under the
auspices oithe BGJG. Initiatives have also been taken in the fur'
nishing and tourist industries, where conciliation bodies have been
set up by the Consumers'  Association and some members of the
sectors concerned.
31DENMARK
1. Institutional framework
In Denmark,  the Consumer Council (Forbrugerradet) original-
ly established  in 1947 to represent household, women's and educa-
tional organizations, has now developed into a major umbrella
organization for 23 nationwide  organizations,  and is recognized as
the primary consumer interest organization by government,  business
and the public.
The Council has representation on an equal footing with the
business world on commissons,  councils, boards, etc; it seeks to
formulate and work towards the implementation  of consumer policy
in relation to all subjects of relevance to consumers, not only goods
and services in the normal "consumer"  sense, but also public ser-
vices, traffic conditions and environmental matters.
It supports  the establishment of local consumer  groups and engages
in consumer education and information,  particularly through its
magazine "Taenk".
The Council is in receipt of a state subsidy which covers most of
its expenses.
In addition to the Forbrugerradet  itself, there are other consumer
organizations which should be noted :
The Danish Government Home Economic  Council, which consists
of some of the member organizations of the Forbrugerradet,  plus
government representatives. This Council is under the Ministry for
Industry.
The Danish Institute for Informative Labelling was set up to en-
courage the voluntary use of informative  labelling on consumer
goods, and has members representing  consumers, producers,
retailers, etc. lt also receives some government  subsidy.
An institution peculiar to Denmark among the EEC Member States
is the Consumer Ombudsman, whose office is established by law
under the Marketing Practices Act 1974, to carry out the supervision
and control of good marketing practice, and comes under the
Ministry of lndustry; some f urther aspects of its work are dealt with
below.
322. Godes
The Forbrugerradet takes a somewhat  reserved view of volun'
tary codes, and feels that such codes are more likely to be. introduc'
ed 
-by 
producers in the face of a threat to introduce legislation.
The Consumer Ombudsman however has powers under the
Marketing Practices  Act to make guidelines for specif ic.subjects;
he canno[ issue unilateral binding rules but negotiates with industry
so as to acquire influence on marketing practices-
Among these are included a set of guidelines for the marketing  of
solaririm apparatuses; TV-rental contracts, rust-protection of cars,
marketing of congumer credit accounts, real estate, etc.
In recent years quality and transparency have increasingly been a
problem in somb seitions of the food market. Consequently, in
bpring 1984, the Danish farming organizations  instigated  a dialogue
O'etwden th6 parties concerned  - the consumers' associations and
trade unions - along with food production  and marketing groups. So
far a seminar has b-een held and a special liaison committee set up.
3. Enforcement and redress
In Denmark the aggrieved consumer,  either privately or through
a consumer organization, can complain to the Ombudsman  who will
deal with the c-omplaint under the Marketing  Practices Act. Traders
and public authoiities can also complain to the Ombudsman  and
he chn also act on his own initiative. His decisions are final.
Matters handled by the Ombudsman recently tend to be mainly con-
cerned with misleading advertising as well as mail order, book clubs,
etc.
For minor complaints,  i.e. concerning goods and services whose
cost does not dxceed 10,000 DKr (with certain exclusions) the ag'
grieved consumer can bring his case to the Consumer Complaints
6oard, a body on which consumer and business interests are
represented. fhere are also Complaints  Boards, approved by the
main Board, for certain specific sectors.FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
1. Institutional framework
Dialogue between the consumer and the State
In Germany there are two main bodies concerned with the in-
stitutionalized dialogue between the consumer  and the State: the
Consumer Council (Verbraucherbeirat),  attached to the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs, and the Consumer Committee  (Ver-
braucherausschuss),  attached to Federal Ministry for Food,
Agriculture and Forestry.
The Consumer Council was set up in 1972 for the purpose of advis-
ing the Federal Government on fundamental aspects of consumer
policy and submitting proposals to the Federaf Government on its
own initiative. Consumer organizations and associated bodies are
repre$ented in the Council.
The Consumer Committee,  which is attached to the Federal Ministry
for Food, Agriculture and Forestry, has a similar composition and
similar duties.
There are a large number of other advisory bodies attached to federal
ministries or other federal authorities on which consumer organiza-
t ion s' representatives sit a long s ide representatives  f rom other sec-
tors of the economy. The following are examples:
-  Advisory Council for Motor Vehicle Insurance Rates
(Federal Ministry for Economic  Affairs);
-  Insured Persons' Advisory Council
(Federal Supervisory  Off ice for Insurance  Matters);
-  Food Guidelines Commission
(Federal Ministry for Youth, Family and Health Matters);
-  Drug Price Transparency  Commission.
34Dialogue between the consumer and industry
Stiftung Warentest  (Product Testing Foundation)
Board of Trustees of the Stiftung Warentest
The Board of Trustees has 15 members - f ive consumer
representatives,  f ive suppliers' representatives  and f ive in'
OipenOents, tt advises the'executive  and the management commit-
Gj of the Stiftung Warentest on all fundamental questions and
makes proposals ior test projects and their execution.
The Stiftung Warentest's committees of experts
For each test project a committee of experts is.set up to ad'
vise on the aspects to-be covered, the evaluation criteria and the
test methods dnd the correct presentation of the test findings.lhq
experts are nominated  by the consumer organizations represented
on'tne Board of Trustees and by industry. So far over 1,000 commit-
tees of experts have rendered service.
Product information
The German Association for Product Information in which the
Olf..f (GJimln Standards Institute) and.the RAL (Ge.rman.lnstitute  for
Ouaiity Assurance and Marking) participSte,  has been in existence
sinie igtt.The dialogue takeJ'piace in the Association's  commit'
iee, wnich is a joint b6dy and iri specialist sub'committees, which
are Similarly comPosed.
Standarization
Consumers  are involved in standarization through the DIN (Ger-
man Standards Institute). There are consumer representatives  on
400 standardization committees (or sub'committees).
Attached to the DIN is a consumer council with the task of suppor-
ii;g a;aioordinating  consumer activities in the area of standards.
Thdre is a special co-mmittee on reliability in use to deal with basic
questions concerning standardization.Quality Marks
Quality assurance  and the issue of quality marks form the
sphere of activity of the RAL (German lnstitute for Quality Assurance
and Marking), with which the AGV (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Ver-
braucher) (German Consumers' Association) cooperates. Aff iliated
to the RAL are 120 quality mark bodies.
Gonsumer organizations and institutions
The AGV (German Consumers'  Association) is the principal
consumer organization.
The AGV is a private association which consists mainly of about
30 different associations including the consumer centres of the
Ldnder (provinces), groups interested in consumer problems  (e.9.
women's organizations) and scientific institutes. lt defends and
represents consumer  interests in the mass media and vis-d-vis  public
authorities at federal, European and international  level. lt informs
consumers by promoting and coordinating the activities of its
member associations and by its own activities. The AGV and most
of its member associations  are financijf fy subsidies from the
federal and "Land" governments.
A voluntary  consumer-trader  working party has been in existence
for a number of years which brings together representatives  of the
various trade associations and the AGV, who discuss matters of
mutual interest, thus constituting a form of dialogue'
The Stiltung Warentest
The Stiftung Warentest (Product Testing Foundation) was set
up in 1964 as a foundation under private law.
There are in all 11 consumercentres in operation  in the Ltinder(pro'
vinces) with a total of 120 advisory services.
362. Codes
In addition to the foregoing, a dialogue between consumers
and producers, leading to codes of practice, is conducted  through
the bodies mentioned below :
The standards body in Germany is the Deutsches Institut f0r Nor-
mung (DlN).
Consumer work on standards is supported f inancially by the Federal
Government. Examples of standardization  are: public transport
tickets; packaging of household chemicals, etc.
In the field of product information (Pl), a voluntary product labell-
ing agreement exists between the AGV and the Stiftung Warentest
on the one hand and suppliers on the other to provide essential data
obtained by testing. Products  covered include domestic electrical
appliances,  photographic equipment,  gas, oil and coal heating ap-
pliances,  etc.
3. Enforcement and redress
The Law on the General Terms of Business (AGBG) entitles
consumer organizations to take action against firms which apply
unlawful terms, and associations which recommend their members
to do so.
In practice the mere threat of legal proceedings  is frequently suff i-
cient to bring the parties in dispute to the'negotiating table, and
to settle the dispute  - at least as regards some of the clauses at
issue - out of court. This is a form of ad hoc dialogue, which can
still produce effective results, even if undertaken under duress.
Thus, as a result of the consumer organizations  pressing for restric-
tions on cigarette advertising, the cigarette industry has agreed not
to advertise on public transport, thereby forestalling  the need for
statutory measures.
There are also various types of arbitration boards in Germdfly,
although not all of them provide for the participation  of consumer
organizations. Their objective is to settle disputes out of court,
although if consumers are not satisfied, they can still take a dispute
to a civil court.
37These arbitration  boards include  :
-  arbitration boards for consumer complaints, attached to the
chambers of commerce;
-  arbitration  boards for complaints  about laundry and cleaning ser-
vices, set up between "Land" (provincial) associations and cen-
tral consumer  organizations;
-  arbitration boards for the motor vehicle trade set up by the ADAG
(German Autornobile Association) and the Gentral Association of
Motor Vehicle Dealers;
-  an arbitration board for the electrical  trade.
There are also other arbitration boards, which deal with quality and
warranty matters. Consumer organizations are not represented on
all of these.
Together  with the German Chamber of Commerce and lndustry, the
AGV (German Consumers'  Association) has drawn up price com-
parison rules which make possible comparisons of prices on the
market.
GREECE
1. Institutional  f ramework
In Greece consumer policy and the consumer movement is not
as developed as in most of the other Member States but steps are
being taken to remedy this defect.
Consumer policy comes under the Ministry of Commerce - Section
for Consumer Affairs - and a National Gouncil of Consumers  has
been set up grouping 19 organizations.
As in other Member States various off icial organizations exist which
may be said to cater for consumer interests (e.g. for the establish-
ment and control of technical standards; for the control of prices
etc.) but these could not be considered as being involved in a
dialogue with consumers.
38A number of consumer organizations have also been set up, but it
is too early to say how a possible dialogue might work out in
practice.
2. Codes
According to available information,  it does not appear that
Greece has any codes of conduct, as this term is understood in this
report - i.e. voluntary or self-regulatory codes.
A draft law to regulate publicity and advertising has been suggested
but this is still very much in the preliminary stages.
3. Enforcement and redress
The only redress open to an aggrieved consumer would be the
normal law courts.
FRANCE
1 . Institutional framework
The relevant government department  concerned is the
Secretariat of State attached to the Minister for Economic Affairs,
Finance and the Budget, with responsibility for Consumer Affairs,.
known simply as the Ministry for Consumer Affairs.
The Comitd National de la Consommation (National Consumers
Committee) is an advisory council in which consumer organizations
and government  (Ministry for Consumer  Affairs) are represented
equally.
L'lnstitut National  de la Consommation  (National Institute for Con-
sumer Affairs) an autonomous public body is also under the tutelage
of the Minister for Consumer Affairs, and has a board consisting
of representatives  of consumers organizations. lt carries out tests
and studies and disseminates  information, notably through its
publication "50 million de consommateurs".
There are also a number of other official bodies dealing with con-
sumer affairs of which the principal are the following  :-  Comit6 National de la Consommation  (CNC)'to coordinate con'
sumer af f airs matters between the dif ferent government
m in istries
-  Comitd National des prix
-  Comit6s  dconomiques  et sociaux rdgionaux
-  Centre des recherches,  d'6tudes et de documentation sur la con'
sommation (CREDOC)
-  Direction de la police 6conomique - for misleading advertising and
false weights and measures in the Paris region, etc.
In the non-governmental sector France has about 20 national con-
sumer orgahizations  off icially recognized as being concerned with
consumei affairs, many of which specialize  in the defence of fami'
ly or trade union interests.
The best example of these private bodies is the UFC (Union f6d6rale
des consommateurs)  which is completely independent  of all political
and trade union applications and is best known for its publication
"Que choisir".
Most of the major consumer  organizations in France are decentraliz'
ed at regional, department or local level. They are grouped together
at regiohal level in UROCs (Unions R6gionales des Organizations
des eonsommateurs  - Regional Unions of Consumers' Organiza-
tions), whose main iob is to organize TV broadcasts.
2. Codes
In France, negotiations on codes which are generally referred
to as collective agreements, have taken place between either con-
sumer organizatiohs and professional bodies, or between the lnstitut
National- de la Consommation  and those bodies. For example
agreements  were negotiated in respect of landlords and tenants and
in respect of second hand cars.
The diff iculty is that such collective  agreements are regarded as 9P:
tional and have only been signed by a minority of "professionals"
or as engaging only these persons who personally  sign them. The
agreemehts therefore  have had only limited applicability  and have
limited value.
40At the moment (early 1984), the possibility of declaring  codes which
have been negotiated and agreed between professional organiza-
tions and consumer associations  generally applicable  is under con-
sideration,  and a Commission  for Consumer Law Reform has been
working on the matter.
The proposal is that such "collectively negotiated agreements",
once negotiated between consumer and professional organizations,
would become applicable by government decree to all members of
the "profession" concerned, provided the agreement can be deem-
ed to be of national application.
It should be noted that it is envisaged that the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs may intervene in the negotiations after they have begun but
cannot compel the initiation of negotiations.
These proposals  have of course not yet been adopted and are still
in the hypothetical stage.
As far as concerns advertising, France, like most countries, has an
advertising code administered by the Bureau de V6rif ication de la
Publicit6. This dates from 1953, but consumer representatives were
appointed to the Board i+1'971. lts main function is to hear com-
plaints; it does not cover Radio and TV advertising  which is subject
to a sqgarate authority, Separate advertising codes also exist for
certain other sectors such as mail order and pharmaceuticals.
3. Enforcement and redress
The aggrieved  consumer can seek redress through the Institut
National de la Gonsommation or through one of the officially
recognized  consumer protection  organizations  which are legally en-
titf ed to defend consumers interests (Law of 27.12.1973 known as
the Loi Royer).
The consumer may also try to get his complaint settled "peaceful-
ly" through official intervention through the appropriate government
agency.
The "Boite Postale 5000" (P.O.Box 5000) scheme enables the ad-
ministratios to deal with minor complaints by consumers in col-
laboration with regional consumers' organizations.
41Complaints in respect of advertising code can be referred to the
"Bureau de V6rification de la Publicit6".
Apart from the foregoing  however the normal form of redress for a
consumer  organization or an individual consumer would be through
the civil courls, a long and expensive procedure, and it is envisag-
ed that this procedure would continue under the proposed reforms
for collectively negotiated agreements.
IRELAN D
1. lnstitutional framework
The Departement of Industry, Trade, Commerce and Tourism
has overall responsability for consumer  affairs.
ln lreland serious interest in the question of consumer protection
began in the 1970s when a National ConsumerAdvisory  Council was
estabtisned to advise the Government  on what consumer protection
steps should be taken. The Council has representatives  of govern'
ment trade unions and consumers organizations  - the Consumers
Association of lreland, the lrish Countrywomen's  Association and
the lrish Housewives'  Association.
Fot lowi n g th is body's recom men6at ions, si g n if icant le g islative pro-
gress hai been made in the past few years, firstly by the introduc-
t-ion of the Consumer Information Act in 1978 which establishes  the
Off ice of Director of Consumer Affairs, and secondly by adoption
of the sale of Goods and supply of services Act 1980.
2. Existing codes
The Consumer Information Act 1978 provided for the encouragement
of Codes of practice by the Off ice of Director of Gonsumer Affairs.
Within the comparatively  short period of five years, four voluntary
codes have been drawn up between producers and consumers with
the agreement of this Office. These cover the following  :
42General Advertising
Establishment  in 1981 of a Code of Advertising  Standards on the
initiative of the ASAI (Advertising Standards Authority  of lreland),
an independent self-regulatory body supported by advertisers,
media and advertising agents.
Life Insurance -
Code of practice for Advertising and Sales Material for Life In-
surance, sponsored by the Life Offices Association of lreland.
Medicine  -
Code of Standards of Advertising Practice for Proprietary Home
Medicines sponsored by the Federation of lrish Chemical
Industries.
The codes for life insurance and medicine are also in conformity
with the general advertising code.
Mail order -
Code of Practice for Catalogue Mail Order sponsored by the rele-
vant trade association.
Travel agents -
Draft code of conduct of the lrish Travel Agents Association.
There also exists a sixth code drawn up without reference to the
Office of Consumer Affairs, the lrish Cavity Wall Regulation  Code
of Practice. This is a self-regulatory code drawn up by this particular
trade.
It should be noted that while these codes were not strictly
speaking drawn-up as a result of a direct dialogue with consumer
organizations, the Consumers Association  of lreland is represented
on the National Consumer Advisory Council which in turn recom-
mended the introduction of consumer legislation,  so that the Office
of Consumer Affairs may be said to indirectly represent consumer
interests.3. Enforcement and redress
It is really too early to decide whether the lrish codes be effec'
tively implemehteO and monitored. To date however, advertisers  have
generiilt taken corrective action once the Advertising Authority  has
upheld a complaint against them.
A major difficulty with all the lrish codes already adopted.however
is indt none of t'hem (except the draft travel agents c-ode) provide
for conciliation or arbitratibn and the consumer is left to take his
case to the ordinary courts. Since the average citizen is not inclin'
ed to go to the trouble and expense of resorting to l.aw,.it does ap'
pear t-hat consumers' right of redres$ can be very limited'
In practice the Off ice of Gonsumer Affairs began by lrandling general
co'mplaints from the public, but has beenobliged to limit its interven'
tions to matters stricily falling within the tramework  of the Consumer
lnformation Act.
In practice also it is worth noting that by far the greatest number
of bomplaints  received  by the Office referred to travel, qnd that the
draft trhvel agents code 6nvisages the establishment of a concilia'
tion service. ihis may be considered as the result of a de f acto
dialogue.
ln lreland there are a number of miscellaneous  bodies working on
behalf of consumer interests, some of which have been mentioned
already, which are listed below :
-  Post Off ice Users' Council;
-  Advertising Standards Authority of lreland (ASAI);
-  lrish Countrywomen's  Association;
-  Gonsumer Association of lreland (CAl)'member of BEUC;
-  lrish Housewives' Association;
-  lnstiture of Industrial Research + Standards (llRS);
-  National Prices Commission.
44ITALY
1. Institutional framework
Until recently the prospects for the producer-consumer
dialogue  seemed to have been less promising in ltaly than in most
of the other Member States.
Unlike other countries, ltaly does not have an appropriate ioint pro-
ducer/consumer institution with government involvement  at national
level in which the two sides could exchange views. This is partly
a ref lection of the decentralized  nature of the ltalian administrative
system.
Nevertheless  there exists on the one hand a number of
miscellaneous  official or semi-official  bodies, concerned with
aspects of consumer  affairs, and on the other hand, a number of
active consumer organizations  several of which operate at national
level.
These two groups of organizations can in effect be said to have
engaged  in a form of dialogue, even if not as yet in avery integrated
and formalized way.
Matters however, are moving rapidly, and the ltalian Parliament has
reacted by setting up, on a voluntary basis, a council comprising
members  of the lower and upper houses of Parliament, drawn from
all political groups, with a view to speeding up its work on problems
raised by consumers.
In this same context legal provisions are being considered, at both
national and regional level, to help consumers  and their organiza'
tions. Final approval has yet to be given, however. The proposed pro-
visions would recognize the role of consumer organizations and
define the instruments to be used to defend consumer interests and
promote dialogue.
The current practice is that consumers are represented on various
consultative committees set up by individual ministries, quasi-
governmental  bodies and local government.A form of dialogue with the national g.overnment  can take place
tnrougn consurier representation on fhese committees  and p?J'
iicufiiry 1) the f-riiionar  Foodstuff  s Gouncil;.2) the'ttalian Foodstuffs
6oOe* bommittee;-3) the Gommittee of Fair Advertising and 4) the
lnterdepartmental Prices Gommittees.
The Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Crafts has set up a con'
sultative cbmmittee, 6n which consumers' organizations  are
iepieienteO, to minlioiptices fixed by the State (g.g.the prices of
petroL diesei fuel, motor.vehicle insurahce etc'). Ad h.oc c.ommittees
il;;;Co  neen det up by the Ministry to monitor the distribution
of some products.
Various consultative committees, mainly fesponsible for oversee-
ino product distribution, are attached to regional and local
auiniirities.  Some chamb6rs of trade have ioint R & D committees
which look into the quality of goods marketed in ltaly.
The principal consumer organizations include the. FNC (Federazione
f.f ali,bniie Oei Consumatoii);  and the Comitato Difesa Consumatori
(Consumers Defence Committee).
Consumer organizations  in ltaly mainly act on their own with regard
to inioirnatioTr, consumer protbction ind legal proceedingg.  In ad'
dition to recorjrse to the ordinary courts, consumer organizations
are able to call upon the services df public health offices for analyses
and specialized' university institutes for research work.
2. Godes
In a general sense, the ltalian consumer o.rganizations  are
strongly in-favour of codes of conduct. Until recently there.had been
no sid'niticant developments in this field, but with the rapid.increase
in awareness of this i'mportant  issue notable progress  is being m?qe
i; lhe Ciatogue betwedn producers  and consumers  with regard to
iilinsurancE lagreement bn a standard form of poligV' re.aghed bet'
ween represeniatives of the two parties involved) and-(b) ptrblic
transport in towns and cities (establishment of a charter of transport
uiers; rights and user participation in the running of transport
undertakings).
Other areas considered by ltalian Consumer Organjzations  to be of
particular importance froin the point of view of dialogue leading to
codes are I
46-  after-sales services  in the case of durable consumer goods (cars,
electrical household goods, etc.);
-  advertising in its various forms and aspects;
-  mail-order  selling;
-  pubfic and sociaf services provided either by pubfic or private
bodies (public transport mentioned  above is an example).
3. Enforcement and redress
It appears that at present in ltaly consumers have no satisfac-
tory means of redress. lt is almost impossible  to initiate judicial ac-
tion against producers and traders, either because no existing legat
instrument makes any reference to the consumer, or because any
recompense  to be gained is vastly less than the expenditure in
money and time in trying to claim it.
LUXEMBOURG
1. lnstitutional framework
In Luxembourg,  consumer affairs are deatt with by the Ministry
for National Economy and the Middle Glasses, and the Ministry of
Justice (these Offices are currently held by the $ame Minister).
Luxembourg  has rather comprehensive legislation on consumer pro-
tection, reinforced by further regulations introduced in 1982-1983  :
-  the coordinated text of 20 January 1982 of the Grand-Ducat
Regulation of 23 December 1974 on Unfair Competition, as
modified by a further regulation of 22 December 1981;
-  the Law of 7 July 1983 modifies previous legislation of 1961 and
1944 on prices; a Prices Off ice exists, now supplemented by a
Prices Commission, on which government, employers' organiza-
tions, the liberaf professionals,  the trade unions and consumers
are represented;
-  the Law of 25 August 1983 on the Juridicial Protection of the
Consumer
47Le Conseil de la Consommation (Consum91  Gouqc-il).w.as set up
[nOei governmlnt  arspiC-"q jl 1965 to provide the Minister for Na'
tionar Economi ano ttie Middle Glassds with the correlated com'
menis of tne cbnsumer organizations;  !! has- to make suggestions
inionnection with prices and the quality of goggs,toencourage
consumer research' and to coordiriate lnformation work for the
oeneiii of consumersltne consumer councir has been particularly
concerneO witn tooOstutts, additives and colouring agents, and
mislead ing advertising.
The Gouncil has 12 members of whom five are from the consumer
ol'ganitliion ULC (see below), the other members being represen'
tatives of the |ogdi price commissions, independent  experts and
government officials.
L'Union Luxembourgeoise des consommateurs  (uLc) was set up tq
protect consumers'-interests,. promote mar.ket transparency and
i:epresent conJumLrs before ifr'e public authorities. lt is the only
;;b;;iltative consumers  body ahd consists of ten associations
raiiging from trade unions to women's associations  and cooperative
socTeti-es. tt is tinanceo by members' subscriptions and government
ruOridy. fne ULC Oeals ir,ritn general information and consumers'
i6Ol.'fir, anO also assists coisumers through its legal aid service.
it publishes  a magazine "De konsurnent".
2. Codes
As far as legal provisions are concerned,  the recently^introduc'
eO Law ot?lAugist'1983  on the Judicial Protection of the Consumer
Ge nef owl cJrliins legislation relating to four specif ic f ields of
activity:
-  sales by corresPondence
-  door-to-door selling
-  repair work
-  advertising.
Although these are not codes, strictlyspeaking,  they may well serve
as regtllatory rules covering the subiects mentioned.
483. Enforcement and redress
Under the Law of 25 August 1983 concerning  the Judicial Pro-
tection of the Consumer,  Luxembourg has introduced a comprehen-
sive piece of legislation governing contracts between suppliers  of
consumer goods (durable or not) and services on the one hand, and
the final private consumer on the other.
This Law lists 20 specific types of unfair clause against which the
consumer is now given legal protection and applies also to suppliers
from outside Luxembourg in respect of goods or services provided
within the boundaries  of the Grand Duchy itself.
Redress may be sought by an individual consumer, a professional
organization or a consumer's  association,  through the regular legal
process.
The legislation on unfair competition (text of 20 January  1983), and
the Law of 7 July 1983 on prices also provide for legal redress for
consumers  through the normal channels.
N ETH ERLAN DS
1. Institutional  framework
In the Netherlands, the Ministry for Economic Affairs has
overall responsibility  for consumer matters in the general sense.
The Consumer Affairs Committee (GCA), a dependent  body of the
SER (Economic and Social Council), is the principal institution  con-
cerned with the consultation of consumer interests within the
framework  of government  policy.
There are two national consumer organizations,  the Consumenten-
bond and the Stichting Konsumenten  Kontakt (Consumer Contact
Foundation).  Both organizations participate in the CCE (Con-
sumenten  Commissie voor Europa) which handles consumer affairs
at European level on behalf of the Netherlands.Consumers have substantial  representation on the CCA, which body
can act as a mediator in the interplay of producers and consumers
interests; on the solution clf disputes between producers and
distributors on the one hand and consumers  on the other; and in
particular on the formulation of standard clauses in contracts.
2. Codes
In the Netherlands  it is irr the field of marketing practices where
setf-regulation  and codes have had some Success. The most suc-
cessful achievement is the Dutch Advertising Code (Code voor het
Reclamewezen) drawn up in 1964 by advertisers in liaison with con'
sumer organizations,  the media and advertising agents.
The code is enforced by the Reclame Gode Commissie (Advertising
Code Commission) which has at its disposal two types of recom-
mendation  : the non- public recommendation - which in reality serves
as a mere warning - and the public recommendation in case of
repeated viotation of the code. The latter recommendation  is a real
sanction : it is made public and the advertising media may no longer
place the advertisement  concerned.  Research shows that both types
of recommendations  are quite effective.
Separate Codes exist for medical, pharmaceutical and dental
organizations,  but these are also administered by the Advertising
Code Commission,  but here the rules for compliance are stricter.
Radio and TV advertising is however excluded f rom the scope of the
Advertising  Code, and is covered separately under formal legislation.
Appeals from decisions of the Advertising Code Gommission  can
be made to a separate body, the College van Beroep (Appeal
Comm ission).
By and large, Dutch consumer organizations  are satisf ied with the
working of the Advertising Code.
Other areas where self-regullation  plays an important  role are as
follows  :
-  The Mail Order Code, whit;h for instance provides for a cooling'
off period for all transactiions.
50- The setting of norms and the issuing of quality labels, bLthe
Nederlands  Normalisatie-lnstituut and the Nederlands  Elec'
trotechnisch  Comit6, which are private institutions, although with
strong government inf luence. lt should be noted however that in
1975 a government supported attempt to promote informative
labelling on a voluntary basis through the Stichting informatieve
etiketteiing Nederland ended in failure because of lack of sup'
port from trade and industry, and the foundation was closed
down.
- A guarantee  fund for Dutch tour operators.
-  In the area of consumer  credit, two examples of self-regulation
may be given. The first concerns the disclosure of interest rates,
which a number of companies had already undertaken  prior to
leg islative intervention.
-  The second example is debt-counselling and debt-adjusting, for
which the association of Volkskredietbanken (the former
municipal pawn houses) has established rules.
.  With regard to slandard contract terms, self-regulatio.n plays an
importa-nt role in the sense that many national organizations of
trade and industry have formulated standard contract terms,
which they then either impose upon or - more often - recommend
to their members. Only in a limited number of cases have con-
sumer organizations been consulted.
-  Self-regulation has had results in certain trades and industries
aS for-example  the self-regulatory information schemes for
detergents, domestic electrical appliances, and paint.
-  Finally, Dutch consumer organizations  hold ad hoc consultations
with various sectors on matters which benef it the consumer, e.g.
negotiations with the Federation of Kitchen Suppliers for better
guarantees and with the Federation of Architects about liability.
3. Enforcement and redress
Self-regulation in the form of providing consumers with a
speedy, inexpensive and simple procedure exists in many branches
of trade and industry in the Netherlands.  The procedure for com-
plaints concerning breaches  of the Advertising Code has been dealt
with above.
51In some other cases, consumers' organizations have participated
in setting up bipartisan Arbitration or Complaints Boards. Eight such
boards are'recognized by the Ministry for Economic Affairs: for in-
terior decorati ng, dry-clean i ng, laundry, recreation, travel, wooden
floors, kitchens, and public utilities (gas, water, electricity). These
recognized Arbitration Boards are subsidized by the Ministry of
Econbmic Affairs, and are members of the Consumer Complaints
Foundation.
Retailers who are members of a trade organization  which col-
laborates with the relevant Arbitration  Board, are in practice oblig-
ed to follow the ruling of such Board. lf they do not the consumer
can take legal steps to force them to do so. Retailers who are not
conerned  with a particular complaint can and do sign a declaration
stating that they will cooperate and accept the Board ruling in the
matter. (A ninth Board on furs also exists which is recognized  by
the Ministry for Economic Affairs but is outside the Complaints
Foundation).
The consum€rs can also seek redress through the civil courts (Kan-
tongerecht), and it remains to be seen whether the reform of civil
procedure currently under way will affect the Consumer  Complaints
Boards.
UNITED KINGDOM
1. lnstitutional framework
The relevant government  ministry in the UK with overall respon-
sibility for consumer affairs is the Department  of Trade and Industry.
The government has also set up and funded the National Gonsumer
Council  (NCC) as an independent  body to restore a balance between
the consumerand industrial interests.  lt does not deal with individual
complaints,  but represents consumer interests in discussions with
industry and government, national and local.
The Office of FairTrading (OFT) is an institution peculiar to the UK
and is an independent agency established under the Fair Trading
Act 1973. lt is responsible for keeping under review and taki!9 ac-
tion of matters which may adversely affect the interests of con'
sumers in a general sense, but does not deal with individual
complaints.
52The OFT has an obf igation to promote codes of practice which are
voluntary agreements arrived at as the result of negotiations
(i.e. dialogue) between the office and trade associations in a par-
ticular f ield. This is dealt with in more detail below.
The OFT can also make proposals for legislation on consumer mat-
ters but such proposals must be examined by the CPAC (Consumer
Protection Advisory Committee) which has representatives  of in-
dustry, consumers and public authorities. No such proposals  have
been made since 1977.
The Nationalized  Industry Consusser Gs:gseilsare slatutory bodies
set up to protect the interests of nationalized industry consumers.
The Chairman and members of these bodies are appointed by a
Minister, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry.
Examples of these Councils are: the Domestic Coal Consumers'
Council, the National Gas Consumers' Council, the Post Office
Users' National Council, various regional electricity  and transport
councils etc. Separate arrangements  exist in some cases for
Scotland and Northern lreland.
These bodies deal with inquiries and complaints from consumers
and can if appropriate make representation on the consumers behalf
to the industries concerned and to the government.
The Consumer Standards  Advisory Committee  of the British Stan-
dards Institution coordinates and provides consumer representation
on technical committees of BSl, influencing  the development of
technical standards  for products of consumer  interests. lt advises
the board of BSI on standards policy.
ln the private sector the best known consumers  protection body is
the Consumers'  Association (CA) an independent  comparative
testing organization which reports on goods and services in
"Which?" magazine and other publications.  CA also represents  con-
sumer interests in general in discussions  with industry on com-
parative testing and codes of practice.
Also in the private sector is the National Federation of Consumer
Groups with its supportive structure of local voluntary groups. The
Federation represents the views of "grass roots" consumers on
policy-making  bodies, organizes and takes part in inquiries and in-
vestigations, and at a local level often deals with complaints.The Consumers in the European Community  Group (CECG)' which
acts as the umbretla organization for UK consumer  bodies on EEC
issues, holds regular meetings with trade associations.
2. Codes
As already stated, the Office of Fair Trading has the obliga'
tion to promote voluntary codes of practice. At present 20 such
codes exist covering the following subjects (several subjects men'
tioned have more than one code)  :
-  Domestic electrical  appliances.
-  The Travel Trade codes negotiated with ABTA (Association of
British Travel Agents).
-  Codes of practice for the motor industry.
-  Motor-vehicle  repairs.
-  Footwear and shoe repairs.
-  Laundry and cleaning services.
-  Mail order.
-  Furniture.
-  Funerals.
-  Photographic  equipment.
-  Postal services.
-  Telecommunications.
-  Direct sales and service.
-  Glass and glazing.
The OFT backed codes have considerable moral authority, but are
not strictly speaking legally enforceable, although proposals to
make them legally binding have recently been suggested.
In some cases, other codes of practice such as self'regulatory codes
have been introduced  by a particular trade or industry without any
consultations with consumer interests and hence without dialogue
although consumer organizations  play an indirect part in their
operation.
54Probably the best known is the British Code of Advertising  Practice
which is promoted by the independent  Advertising Standards
Authority. Individuals  associated  with consumer organizations  are
members of the Authority.  The OFTdid not negotiate this code, but
supports it.
TV and radio advertising are subject to a statutory broadcasting con-
trol/code of practice.
Other codes have been introduced without official OFT backing,
such codes may or not involve dialogue with consumers. The most
notable recent example, being in the insurance industry.
The Insurance Ombudsrnen Bureau (lOB) has been set up by a
number of leading insurance  companies,  and consumer  organiza-
tions were closely involved at the planning  stage. The Ombudsman
is appointed by, and reports to, an independent  Council on which
representatives  of the insurance industry are in a minority. Several
members of this Council are closely associated with consumer
organizations.
3. Enforcement and redress
The Office of FairTrading, apart from supervising the negotia-
tions of voluntary  codes, pursues traders who persistently commit
offences and break their obligations  to consumers.
Individual consumer complaints taken up through the Trading Stan-
dards Officers of local authorities, and the voluntary Citizens Ad-
vice Bureaus (CAB). There are over 900 local CABs, mostly f unded
by local authorities.
In addition, some local authorities operate Gonsumer Advice Cen-
tres, and there are approximately  40 local voluntary consumer
groups which can advise.
The Consumers'  Association  also handles individual complaints,
through its Personal Service to which members subscribe.
Finally, the consumer can have recourse to the normal legal pro-
cedures, and since 1973 this has been simplified  by the introduc-
tion of an informal procedure for small claims under which a Coun-
ty Gourt acts as arbitrator.European Communities - Econornic and Social Committee
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